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Abstract
We approach "nite impulse response (FIR) equalization problem from an H= perspective. First, we formulate the
calculation of the optimal H= performance for a given equalization setting as a semide"nite programming (SDP)
problem. H= criterion provides a set of FIR equalizers with di!erent optimality properties. Among these, we formulate
the calculation of risk-sensitive or minimum entropy FIR "lter as the constrained analytic centring problem and mixed
H2/H= problem as another SDP. We provide examples to illustrate the procedures we described. ( 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In Refs. [9,3,4], H= criterion has been applied to
the linear and decision feedback equalization prob-
lems with the belief that the resulting H= equalizers
will be more robust with respect to model uncer-
tanities and the lack of statistical knowledge of the
exogenous signals. With this new approach, vari-
ous new insights are obtained related to the equal-
ization problem, like the roles of minimum phase
property and delay. Besides this approach provides
a good basis for the future work for the design of
robust equalizers dealing with modeling errors. In
the work of above-cited references, there is no con-
straint on the length of the equalizers. The resulting
equalizers may therefore be in"nite impulse re-
sponse (IIR) "lters. In this article, we look at the
FIR equalization problem from an H= perspective.
There are various reasons for the preference of
FIR equalizers over the IIR "lters. First of all, FIR
equalizers have very low complexity and are easy to
implement. Furthermore, the IIR "lters may su!er
from limit cycles caused by the "nite precision
implementation in real systems and the recursive
structure of the IIR "lter. Finally, the majority of
the adaptive equalization approaches make the
FIR assumption and that generally provides the
property that the cost function (either stochastic or
deterministic) is a convex function of the FIR
equalizer coe$cients and has therefore, a single
globally optimal solution.
Within the FIR H= equalization framework, the
"rst problem that we are going to address is the
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Fig. 1. Error transfer function.
calculation of the optimal achievable H= perfor-
mance (c value) for the FIR equalizers. We use the
state-space representation, which is presented in
the next section, in conjunction with the Ka-
lman}Yakubovich}Popov (KYP) Lemma [6] to
pose this problem as a convex semide"nite pro-
gramming (SDP) problem. Then we change our
focus to the calculation of FIR H= equalizer coe$-
cients. First, as a major result of this paper, we
formulate the FIR risk sensitive equalization prob-
lem as a constrained analytic centering problem,
which is another type of convex problem (MAX-
DET) with linear matrix inequality (LMI) con-
straints. Next, we investigate the mixed H2/H= FIR
equalization. In the FIR case, since the equalizer is
constrained to use only a "nite number of observa-
tion samples, the solution is expected to be far from
the smoothing solution. Therefore, the H2 and
H= solutions are di!erent in general. We later show
that the mixed H2/H= FIR equalizer, that is, the
H= optimal FIR equalizer with the least H2 cost,
can be calculated using SDP.
2. State-space description for the error transfer
function
Fig. 1 illustrates the general structure of the error
transfer function „
K
corresponding to the equaliza-
tion problem. Here Mb
i
N is the transmitted digital
information sequence, H(z) is the discrete equiva-
lent of the linear time-invariant communication
channel and Mv
i
N is the unknown noise corrupting
the observations. FIR equalization problem is to
design FIR "lter K(z) to minimize the error Me
i
N
between the equalizer output and the delayed ver-
sion of the desired transmitted sequence with re-
spect to a chosen criterion. In this section, we derive
a state-space representation for the error transfer
function „
K
, which is the mapping from input dis-
turbances Mb
i
N and Mv
i
N to the equalization error
sequence Me
i
N. In Section 3, we use this state-space
description in conjunction with the KYP Lemma
to calculate the optimal c value for the H= optimal
FIR equalizers.
We "rst begin by listing state-space descriptions
for the components of the error transfer function:
the channel H(z), equalizer K(z) and the delay
‚(z)"z~dI.
The channel H(z), in combination with the noise
at the output, is assumed to have the following
state-space structure:
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The state structure for the delay operator
‚(z)"z~dI is
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Finally, the state-space structure for the FIR
equalizer K(z)"k
0
#k
1
z~1#2#k
R~1
z~(R~1)
with order R!1 has the following state-space
structure:
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Given these, we can obtain the state-space structure
for the error transfer function that maps input
disturbances
C
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D
to error e
i
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when d"0. In the above state-space formulation,
the only terms that depend on the equalizer coe$-
cients k
0
,2, kR~1 are H and k0C0 . Given this
state-space model, we can write the error transfer
function as
„
K
(z)"H(zI!F)~1G#D. (12)
Therefore, in this representation, only H and D are
linear functions of the equalizer coe$cients.
3. Calculation of the optimal achievable H=
performance for FIR equalizers
In Refs. [3,4], the optimal H= performance level
for linear and decision feedback IIR equalizers are
studied. One subject of interest is to investigate how
the performance of the equalizers are a!ected by
the FIR constraint. In this section, we provide the
calculation of the optimal achievable level for FIR
equalizers using convex optimization techniques.
We start by stating the H= FIR equalization
problem as
inf
K(z)/k0‘k1z~1‘2‘kR~1z~(R~1)
max
u
p
.!9
(„
K
(e+u))
"c
015,&*3
, (13)
where p
.!9
( ) is the maximum singular value of its
argument. In other words, FIR H= equalization
problem is to "nd a "nite-dimensional matrix
[k
02kR~1] such that maximum gain of the error
transfer function „
K
(e+u) is minimized over all pos-
sible frequencies. Therefore, for a given c*c
015,&*3
,
for K(z)"k
0
#k
1
z~1#2#k
R~1
z~(R~1) to be
an optimal c-level H= FIR "lter, it should satisfy
„
K
(e+u)H„
K
(e+u) c2I "u3[0,2p). (14)
Equivalently, if we can "nd a c such that Eq. (14) is
satis"ed, then c*c
015
, i.e., c is achievable. Using
the state-space formulation we de"ned in the pre-
vious section, we can give an equivalent condition
to the frequency domain condition of Eq. (14). The
basic tool we employ for this purpose is the KYP
lemma which we state here without proof and refer
to (6) for the proof:
Lemma 1 (KYP Lemma). Consider the observable
pair MA,CN. Then the following two statements are
equivalent:
(1) S
y
(z)*0 for all z"e+uNj(F) where
S
y
(z)"[C(zI!A)~1 I]C
Q S
SH RD
]C
(z~1I!AH)~1CH
I D. (15)
(2) There exists a Hermitian Z such that
C
Q!Z#AZAH S#AZCH
SH#CZAH R#CZCHD*0. (16)
The KYP lemma converts the task of checking
positivity of the frequency domain function for all
frequencies to the task of "nding a Hermitian
matrix satisfying a linear matrix inequality (LMI).
In order to use the KYP lemma, we need to
convert Eq. (14) into the form of Eq. (15). The "rst
A.T. Erdogan et al. / Signal Processing 000 (2001) 000}000 3
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step in this process is to use the Schur complement
method which is outlined in the following lemma:
Lemma 2. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) For c*0
„H
K
(e+u)„
K
(e+u) c2I "u3[0,2p). (17)
(2)
C
I „
K
(e+u)
„H
K
(e+u) c2I D*0 "u3[0,2p). (18)
Proof. The second statement is true if and only if
I and its Schur complement c2I!„H
K
(e+u)„
K
(e+u)
are non-negative, which is the "rst statement. h
In order to put the matrix in (18) to the form of
S
y
(z) in (15), we perform the following steps:
C
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K
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„H
K
(e+u) c2I D
"C
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DH#GH(e~+uI!FH)~1HH c2I D (19)
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GHD
hij
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0 S
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I D
DH c2IDDhij
R
C
(e+uI!AH)~1CH
I D. (22)
We can use the KYP lemma to conclude that
if c*c
015,&*3
then there exists a vector [k
0 2 kR~1]
and a Hermitian matrix Z such that
C
!Z#AZAH S#AZCH
SH#CZAH R#CZCHD*0. (23)
Note that (23) is an LMI in k"[k
0 2 kR~1]T,
Z and c. Therefore, we can de"ne the calculation
of the optimal value of c
015,&*3
as a semi-de"nite
programming (SDP) problem:
minimize c (24)
subject to F(k,Z,c)*0, (25)
where
F(k,Z,c)"C
!Z#AZAH S#AZCH
SH#CZAH R#CZCHD. (26)
This solution yields both the optimal value of
c
015,&*3
and a feasible H= optimal FIR "lter
[k
0 2 kR~1]T. h
4. Examples of c calculation
In the previous section, we formulated the calcu-
lation of the optimal value of c as an SDP problem.
In this section, we will illustrate the results obtained
through use of this SDP formulation. Here we
should note that the delay d in each case is chosen
as greater than the number of non-minimum phase
zeros of the channel such that c(1 [3].
In the "rst example, we choose the channel as
H(z)"1#0.33562z~1#4.6276z~2!0.14487z~3
#1.6837z~4. This channel has two non-minimum
phase zeros and two minimum phase zeros as
shown in Fig. 2. When the equalization delay is
chosen as d"2, the behavior of the optimal c as
a function of equalizer length is also shown in the
same "gure. The solid line at the bottom of the right
hand "gure is the c
015
for the unconstrained
smoothing "lter. As can be seen from this "gure,
this value is almost achieved when the FIR
equalizer length is greater than or equal to 7.
In the second example, we consider H(z) is
equal to 1#1.9326z~1!1.2229z~3! 2.493z~3#
2.1076z~4. Similar to the previous example, this
channel also has two non-minimum and two min-
imum phase zeros as shown in Fig. 3, and the delay
is taken to be d"2. Since the zeros of the channel
are closer to the unit circle in this case, the optimal
c values are higher than in the previous example. In
Fig. 3, the dash}dot line at the bottom of the right-
hand side "gure represents the c
015
value of the
unconstrained smoothing "lter whereas the solid
line represents the c level for the H=-optimal IIR
4 A.T. Erdogan et al. / Signal Processing 000 (2001) 000}000
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Fig. 2. Channel zero plot and the optimal value of c as a function of equalizer length for H(z)"1#0.33562z~1#4.6276z~2
!0.14487z~3#1.6837z~4.
equalizer with the same delay (i.e., d"2). As the
equalizer length is increased, the optimal c value
decreases and becomes closer to this level. How-
ever, there is still some o!set even for an equalizer
length of 10. Clearly, this o!set should go to zero as
the equalizer length is increased further towards
R.
For the last example, we choose the channel as
H(z)"0.04!0.05z~1#0.07z~2!0.21z~3
!0.5z~4#0.72z~5#0.36z~6
#0.21z~7#0.03z~8#0.07z~9, (27)
which is an example of a telephone channel [10],
and which has "ve non-minimum phase zeros as
shown in Fig. 4. The delay for this example is
chosen as d"6. The solid line in Fig. 4 represents
the c level for the smoothing equalizer and it is
almost achieved by an FIR equalizer of length 5.
5. Risk-sensitive (minimum entropy)
FIR equalization
The set of c-level H= optimal FIR "lters where
c*c
015,&*3
is a convex set which can be written as
Kc"Mk: & a hermitian Z, F(k,Z, c)*0N. (28)
All these "lters in set Kc have di!erent optimality
properties with respect to di!erent criteria. In ap-
plications, we desire the FIR equalizer to have
some ‘averagea optimality property besides being
H= optimal. Our aim in this section is to come up
with the FIR equalizer which is the member of
Kc with the minimum risk-sensitive cost where the
risk-sensitive cost function [14] is
!logAEAexpA!
2
c2
i
+
j/0
eH
j
e
jBBB. (29)
The resulting "lter has the additional property of
being the minimum entropy FIR "lter [5,14]. In the
A.T. Erdogan et al. / Signal Processing 000 (2001) 000}000 5
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Fig. 3. The channel zero plot and the optimal value of c as a function of equalizer length for H(z)"1#1.9326z~1!1.2229z~3
!2.493z~3#2.1076z~4.
general H= setup, the central solution is the risk-
sensitive equalizer, however, it is not necessarily FIR.
For the in"nite horizon case, we can restate the
FIR risk-sensitive equalization problem as
min
k|Kc
!P
p
~p
log(det(c2!„
K
(e+u)„H
K
(e+u))) du. (30)
Note that this minimum entropy cost function is
clearly a convex function of the equalizer coe$-
cients. Furthermore, since the set Kc is a convex set,
the problem in (30) is a convex optimization prob-
lem. In the rest of this section, we will convert the
cost function involving an integral into a more
compact expression containing the state-space
variables for the error transfer function „
K
. We "rst
note that
det(c2I!„
K
(e+u)„H
K
(e+u))
"detA C
I „H
K
(e+u)
„
K
(e+u) c2I D
hgggigggj
S(%+u)
B. (31)
Since over the set Kc , S(e+u)*0, we can de"ne
S(e+u)"D
S
(e+u)R
e
DH
S
(e+u), u3[0,2p), (32)
where D
S
(z) is a monic, causal and causally invert-
ible matrix and R
e
"R#CPCH. Here P is the
solution of the Riccati equation
!P#APAH
!(APCH#S)(R#CPCH)~1(APCH#S)H
"0. (33)
The observability of (A,C) implies the existence of
P(12). Since D
S
is analytic for DzD*1, it can be
shown that
P
p
~p
log(det(c2!„
K
(e+u)„H
K
(e+u))) du
"log(det(R
e
)). (34)
Therefore, we can rewrite the optimization problem
of (30) as
min
k|Kc ,P
!log(det(R#CPCH))
6 A.T. Erdogan et al. / Signal Processing 000 (2001) 000}000
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Fig. 4. Optimal value of c as a function of equalizer length for H(z) given in Eq. (27).
s.t.
!P#APAH
!(APCH#S)(R#CPCH)~1(APCH#S)H"0.
(35)
Although this formulation looks more desirable
than (30), it contains a non-linear equality con-
straint. Our aim is to eliminate this non-linear
constraint. For that purpose, we introduce the fol-
lowing convex optimization problem:
min
k,Z
!log(det(R#CZCH))
F(k,Z, c)*0. (36)
The convex optimization problem in (36) is called
a ‘constrained analytical centeringa problem which
is a special case of the more general MAXDET
problem [15]. It involves a nonlinear convex bar-
rier function as the cost function and the convex
LMI constraints. It can be solved very e$ciently
using interior point methods [15]. If Z
0
of the
optimal solution (k
0
,Z
0
) of the problem (36) satis-
"es the Riccati equation
!Z
0
#AZ
0
AH!(AZ
0
CH#S
0
)(R
0
#CZ
0
CH)~1
](AZ
0
CH#S
0
)H"0, (37)
where R
0
and S
0
are the values of R and S matrices
at the optimal point, then it is easy to see that
k
0
will be the solution of the problem (35) and
therefore (30).
In fact, this is generically the case which can be
concluded via use of the following theorem [8]:
Theorem 1 (Maximal Hermitian solution). Con-
sider the basic discrete Algebraic Riccati equation
(DARE):
X"FHXF#Q
!(S#XFHH)H(R#HXHH)~1(S#FXHH)H
(38)
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and the discrete Riccati inequality
!X#FXFH#Q
!(S#FXHH)(R#HXHH)~1(S#FXHH)H
*0. (39)
Let (F, H) be a detectable pair, R be invertible and
assume that there is a hermitian solution XK of (39)
for which R#HXK HH’0. Then there exists a
unique solution X
‘
"XH
‘
of (38) such that R#
HX
‘
HH’0 and X
‘
*X for all hermitian solu-
tions of (38).
The above theorem directly implies that given
(A,C) in (37) is an observable and therefore a de-
tectable pair, the maximality property of the Ric-
cati equation solution implies the minimality of the
!log(det(R#CZCH)) and therefore Z
0
should
satisfy the Riccati equation (37).
We will now take an alternative route to prove
this fact via the use of Karush}Kuhn}Tucker
(KKT) optimality conditions [2] for the optimiza-
tion problem (36). We begin by introducing the
corresponding Lagrangian function as
‚(Z, k,=)
"!log(det(R#CZCH))!Tr(=F(k,Z, c)),
(40)
where=*0 is the dual Lagrange matrix variable.
Assuming strict feasibility and therefore the strong
duality condition, the complementary slackness im-
plies [1,13] that at the optimal point (k
0
,Z
0
,=
0
),
=
0
F(k
0
, Z
0
,c)"0 (41)
C
=
11,0
=
12,0
=H
12,0
=
22,0
D
C
!Z
0
#AZ
0
AH S
0
#AZ
0
CH
SH
0
#CZ
0
AH R
0
#CZ
0
CHD"0, (42)
which further implies,
=
12,0
"!=
11,0
(S
0
#AZ
0
CH)(R
0
#CZ
0
CH)~1,
(43)
=
22,0
"(R
0
#CZ
0
CH)~1(S
0
#AZ
0
CH)H=
11,0
](S
0
#AZ
0
CH)(R
0
#CZ
0
CH)~1, (44)
0"=
11,0
(!Z
0
#AZ
0
AH!(AZ
0
CH#S
0
)
](R
0
#CZ
0
CH)~1(AZ
0
CH#S
0
)H). (45)
Note that Eq. (45) implies that if =
11,0
’0, i.e.,
strictly positive, then Eq. (37) should hold. In order
to check this condition, we use the "rst-order opti-
mality condition of the Lagrangian function.
If we di!erentiate the Lagrangian function with
respect to the matrix Z, we obtain
+
Z
‚(k,Z,=)
"+
Z
(!log(det(R#CZCH)))
!+
Z
(Tr(=
11
(!Z#AZAH)))
!+
Z
(Tr(=H
12
(AZCH#S)))
!+
Z
(Tr(=
12
(AZCH#S)H))
!+
Z
(Tr(=
22
(R#CZCH))) (46)
"!CH(R#CZCH)~1C#=
11
!AH=
11
A
!AH=
12
C!CH=H
12
A!CH=
22
C. (47)
At the optimal point, using Eqs. (43) and (44)
+
Z
‚(k,Z,=)D
k0 ,Z0 ,W0
"!CH(R
0
#CZ
0
CH)~1C#=
11,0
(48)
!(A#CHMH
0
)=
11,0
(A#MC), (49)
where M
0
"!(S
0
#AZ
0
CH)(R
0
#CZ
0
CH)~1.
The "rst-order optimality condition implies
+
Z
‚(k,Z,=)D
k0 ,Z0 ,W0
"0, (50)
!N
0
NH
0
#=
11,0
!(A#CHMH)=
11,0
(A#MC)"0, (51)
where N
0
"CH(R
0
#CZ
0
CH)~1@2. Since Eq. (51) is
a Lyapunov equation, =
11
’0 if and only if the
pair (A#M
0
C, N
0
) is observable. As a result, since
the observability of the (A,C) pair implies observ-
ability of (A#M
0
C,N
0
), =
11
is positive, and
therefore, Eq. (37) holds.
To conclude, in this section, we showed that the
risk-sensitive or the minimum entropy FIR equal-
ization problem can be posed as a "nite-dimen-
sional convex optimization problem (constrained
analytic centering problem) and can therefore be
e$ciently solved using interior point algorithms. In
the following section, we look at the design of
8 A.T. Erdogan et al. / Signal Processing 000 (2001) 000}000
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mixed H2/H= FIR equalizers. In the last section,
we present some examples where we compare FIR
"lters with di!erent optimality properties.
6. Mixed H2/H= FIR equalization
Using convex optimization techniques, we can
also "nd the solution to the mixed H2/H= FIR
equalization problem. This problem is equivalent
to "nding the H= optimal FIR equalizer which has
the least H2 norm. Since the set of H= optimal
equalizers is a convex set, and the H2 cost function
is a convex function of the FIR equalizer coe$-
cients, this is also a convex optimization problem.
In fact, we can pose this problem as an SDP prob-
lem.
The following lemma [7], which provides the
calculation of the H2 norm as a function of the state
space parameters, plays a central role in the SDP
formulation of the mixed problem:
Lemma 3 (H= norm bound). Given any transfer
function H(z)"C(zI!A)~1B#D (not necessarily
minimal ), we have:
DDH(z)DD2
2
" 1
2pP
p
~p
Tr(H(e+u)HH(e+u)) du(b2,
where A is asymptotically stable, if and only if the
following LMI in X and S is feasible:
C
AHXA!X AHXB
BHXA BHXB!ID(0, (52)
C
X 0 CH
0 I DH
C D S D’0, (53)
Tr(S)!b2(0, (54)
X’0. (55)
Therefore, minimizing b2 under the above con-
straints together with F(k,Z, c)*0 would yield the
mixed H2/H= solution. Similar to the risk-sensitive
FIR "lter, the mixed H2/H= solution has a desired
average property which is the minimization of the
mean-square error under some statistical assump-
tions about the disturbances.
7. Examples of FIR H= equalizers
Previously, we presented methods to obtain the
FIR equalizer coe$cients for the risk sensitive and
the mixed H2/H= criteria. In this section, we will
illustrate the use of these methods for some sample
channels.
The "rst setting that we consider is for the chan-
nel H(z)"1#0.9z~1 and the delay d"0. In order
to obtain a geometrical picture for the set of
equalizers, we consider the equalizers of length 2. In
Fig. 5, the bounded convex region, the spectrahed-
ron [11], represents the set Kc , c-level H= optimal
equalizers, for this setting. The contours for the
risk-sensitive cost function are also drawn inside
the spectrahedron. The point represented by ‘*a is
the risk-sensitive equalizer which is obtained by the
constrained analytic centering method described
previously. The point marked by ‘#a is the
H2 solution which is apparently not H= optimal
since it lies outside of the set of H=-optimal
equalizers. The point marked with ‘oa is the mixed
H2/H= solution. Since the H2-optimal equalizer is
not inside the spectrahedron of H= solutions, the
mixed H2/H= solution lies at the boundary where
the H2 cost function is minimum.
In Fig. 6, the error spectra for the equalizers
of the above setting are shown. It is clear from
this "gure that, since both the risk-sensitive and
mixed H2/H= solutions are H= optimal, their
error spectra have the same maximum value which
is smaller than the maximum value of the
H2 equalizer’s error spectrum. The total area under
the error spectrum is clearly minimized by the
H2 solution as expected. Besides, the mixed H2/H=
solution has a smaller area under the error spectrum
than in the risk-sensitive case; however, the error
spectrum for the risk-sensitive equalizer is smaller
than that of the mixed H2/H= solution at most of
the frequencies, especially around the frequencies
where the error spectra for both have high values.
In Fig. 7, error spectra are shown for the case
where
H(z)"1.0000!1.3963z~1#0.9638z~2
!0.8713z~3#0.5593z~4!0.1389z~5,
(56)
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Fig. 5. k
0
vs. k
1
. Two tap equalizers for H(z)"1#0.9z~1 and d"0: ‘*a-Risk-sensitive solution, ‘#a-H2 solution, and ‘oa-Mixed
H2/H= solution.
Fig. 6. The error spectra for two tap equalizers for H(z)"1#0.9z~1 and d"0: (*), Risk-sensitive solution, (- - - -), H2 solution, and
(! )!), mixed H2/H= solution.
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Fig. 7. The error spectra for two tap equalizers for H(z) given in
Eq. (56) and d"0: (*), risk-sensitive solution, (- - - -),
H2 solution, and (! )! )!), Mixed H2/H= solution.
and d"0. The equalizer length is chosen to be
equal to 4 in this case. Similar to previous example,
the H2-optimal FIR equalizer has the maximum
value larger than the other H=-optimal FIR
equalizers although it minimizes the area under the
error spectrum. For low frequencies, the risk-sensi-
tive FIR equalizer has a smaller error spectrum
than the mixed H2/H= equalizer. However, for
high frequencies, this condition is reversed and the
mixed H2/H= solution has considerably a smaller
error spectrum.
8. Conclusion
In this article, we provided e$cient convex op-
timization algorithms for H= FIR equalization. At
the beginning, we posed the achievable perfor-
mance level as an SDP problem. As H= criterion
provides a family of equalizers with the optimal
level, we look at some members of this family with
additional average optimality properties. In par-
ticular, we showed that risk-sensitive (minimum
entropy) FIR equalizer coe$cients can be obtained
e$ciently through use of constrained analytic
centering problem. Furthermore, an SDP-based
approach is formulated to yield the mixed H2/H=
equalizer, which is the H= equalizer with the
minimum square error.
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